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Machine Learning Managing Users

Managing Users

This topic describes how to manage an ML workspace as a site administrator. Site administrators can monitor and
manage all user activity across a workspace, add new custom engines, and configure certain security settings.

By default, the first user that logs in to a workspace must always be a site administrator. That is, they should have
been granted the MLAdmin role by a CDP PowerUser.

Note:  On Private Cloud, the corresponding role is EnvironmentAdmin.

Important:  Site administrators have complete access to all activity on the deployment. This includes access
to all teams and projects on the deployment, even if they have not been explicitly added as team members or
collaborators.

Only site administrators have access to an Admin dashboard that can be used to manage the workspace. To access the
site administrator dashboard:

1. Go to the Cloudera Machine Learning web application and log in as a site administrator.
2. On the left sidebar, click Admin. You will see an array of tabs for all the tasks you can perform as a site

administrator.

Monitoring Users

The Users tab on the admin dashboard displays the complete list of users. You can see which users are currently
active, and when a user last logged in to Cloudera Machine Learning. To modify a user's username, email or
permissions, click the Edit button under the Action column.

Related Information
Cloudera Machine Learning Email Notifications

Configuring Quotas

This topic describes how to configure CPU, GPU, and memory quotas for users of an ML workspace.
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Before you begin

Required Role: MLAdmin

Note:  On Private Cloud, the corresponding role is EnvironmentAdmin.

Make sure you are assigned the MLAdmin role in CDP. Only users with the MLAdmin role will be logged into ML
workspaces with Site Administrator privileges.

There are two types of quota: Default and Custom. Default quotas apply to all users of the workspace. Custom quotas
apply to individual users in the workspace, and take precedence over the default quota.

Procedure

1. Log in to the CDP web interface.

2. Click ML Workspaces, then open the Workspace for which you want to set quotas.

3. Click AdminQuotas.

4. Switch the Default Quotas toggle to ON.

This applies a default quota of 2 vCPU and 8 GB memory to each user in the workspace.

If your workspace was provisioned with GPUs, a default quota of 0 GPU per user applies. If you want users to
have access to GPUs, you must modify the default quotas as described in the next step.

5. If you want to change the default quotas, click on Default (per user) .

CML displays the Edit default quota dialog box.

6. Enter the CPU, Memory, and GPU quota values that should apply to all users of the workspace.

7. Click Update.

8. To add a custom quota for a specific user, click Add User.

9. Enter the user name, and enter the quotas for CPU, Memory, and GPU.

10. Click Add.

Results
Enabling and modifying quotas will only affect new workloads. If users have already scheduled workloads that
exceed the new quota limits, those will continue to run uninterrupted. If a user is over their limit, they will not be able
to schedule any more workloads.

Monitoring Cloudera Machine Learning Activity

This topic describes how to monitor user activity on an ML workspace.

Required Role: Site Administrator

The  Admin Overview  tab displays basic information about your deployment, such as the number of users signed up,
the number of teams and projects created, memory used, and some average job scheduling and run times. You can
also see the version of Cloudera Machine Learning you are currently running.

The  Admin Activity  tab of the dashboard displays the following time series charts. These graphs should help site
administrators identify basic usage patterns, understand how cluster resources are being utilized over time, and how
they are being distributed among teams and users.
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Important:  The graphs and numbers on the  Admin Activity  page do not account for any resources used by
active models on the deployment. For that information, go to  Admin Models  page.

• CPU - Total number of CPUs requested by sessions running at this time.

Note that code running inside an n-CPU session, job, experiment or model replica can access at least n CPUs
worth of CPU time. Each user pod can utilize all of its host's CPU resources except the amount requested by other
user workloads or Cloudera Machine Learning application components. For example, a 1-core Python session
can use more than 1 core if other cores have not been requested by other user workloads or CML application
components.

• Memory - Total memory (in GiB) requested by sessions running at this time.
• GPU - Total number of GPUs requested by sessions running at this time.
• Runs - Total number of sessions and jobs running at this time.
• Lag - Depicts session scheduling and startup times.

• Scheduling Duration: The amount of time it took for a session pod to be scheduled on the cluster.
• Starting Duration: The amount of time it took for a session to be ready for user input. This is the amount of

time since a pod was scheduled on the cluster until code could be executed.

Tracked User Events
The tables on this page describe the user events that are logged by Cloudera Machine Learning.

Table 1: Database Columns

When you query the user_events table, the following information can be returned:

Information Description

id The ID assigned to the event.

user_id The UUID of the user who triggered the event.

ipaddr The IP address of the user or component that triggered the event. 127.
0.0.1 indicates an internal component.
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Information Description

user agent The user agent for this action, such as the web browser. For example:

Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64) Appl
eWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) C
hrome/51.0.2704.103 Safari/537.36

event_name The event that was logged. The tables on this page list possible events.

description This field contains the model name and ID, the user type (NORMAL or
ADMIN), and the username.

created_at The date (YYYY-MM-DD format) and time (24-hour clock) the event
occurred .

Table 2: Events Related to Engines

Event Description

engine environment vars updated -

engine mount created -

engine mount deleted -

engine mount updated -

engine profile created -

engine profile deleted -

engine profile updated -

Table 3: Events Related to Experiments

Event Description

experiment run created -

experiment run repeated -

experiment run cancelled -

Table 4: Events Related to Files

Event Description

file downloaded -

file updated -

file deleted -

file copied -

file renamed -

file linked The logged event indicates when a symlink is created for a file or
directory.

directory uploaded -

Table 5: Events Related to Models

Event Description

model created -

model deleted -
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Table 6: Events Related to Jobs

Event Description

job created -

job started -

stopped all runs for job -

job shared with user -

job unshared with user -

job sharing updated The logged event indicates when the sharing status for a job is changed
from one of the following options to another:

• All anonymous users with the link
• All authenticated users with the link
• Specific users and teams

Table 7: Events Related to Licenses

Event Description

license created -

license deleted -

Table 8: Events Related to Projects

Event Description

project created -

project updated -

project deleted -

collaborator added -

collaborator removed -

collaborator invited -

Table 9: Events Related to Sessions

Event Description

session launched -

session terminated -

session stopped -

session shared with user -

session unshared with user -

update session sharing status The logged event indicates when the sharing status for a session is
changed from one of the following options to another:

• All anonymous users with the link
• All authenticated users with the link
• Specific users and teams

Table 10: Events Related to Admin Settings

site config updated The logged event indicates when a setting on the Admin Settings page
is changed.
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Table 11: Events Related to Teams

Event Description

add member to team -

delete team member -

update team member -

Table 12: Events Related to Users

Event Description

forgot password -

password reset -

update user If the logged event shows that a user is banned, that means that the user
account has been deactivated and does not count toward the license.

user signup -

user login The logged event includes the authorization method, LDAP/SAML or
local.

user logout -

ldap/saml user creation The logged event indicates when a user is created with LDAP or
SAML.

Monitoring User Events
This topic shows you how to query the PostgresSQL database that is embedded within the Cloudera Machine
Learning deployment to monitor or audit user events.

About this task
Querying the PostgresSQL database that is embedded within the Cloudera Machine Learning deployment requires
root access to the Cloudera Machine Learning Master host.

Procedure

1. SSH to the Cloudera Machine Learning Master host and log in as root.

For example, the following command connects to cdsw-master-host. as root:

ssh root@cdsw-master-host.yourcdswdomain.com

2. Get the name of the database pod:

kubectl get pods -l role=db

The command returns information similar to the following example:

NAME                  READY   STATUS    RESTARTS   AGE
db-86bbb69b54-d5q88   1/1     Running   0          4h46m
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3. Enter the following command to log into the database as the sense user:

 kubectl exec <database pod> -ti -- psql -U sense

For example, the following command logs in to the database on pod  db-86bbb69b54-d5q88:

kubectl exec db-86bbb69b54-d5q88 -ti -- psql -U sense

You are logged into the database as the sense user.

4. Run queries against the user_events table.

For example, run the following query to view the most recent user event:

select * from user_events order by created_at DESC LIMIT 1

The command returns information similar to the following:

id          | 3658
user_id     | 273
ipaddr      | ::ffff:127.0.0.1
user_agent  | node-superagent/2.3.0
event_name  | model created
description | {"model":"Simple Model 1559154287-ex5yn","modelId":"50","
userType":"NORMAL","username":"DonaldBatz"}
created_at  | 2019-05-29 18:24:47.65449

5. Optionally, you can export the user events to a CSV file for further analysis:

a) Copy the user_events table to a CSV file:

copy user_events to '/tmp/user_events.csv' DELIMITER ',' CSV HEADER;

b) Find the container that the database runs on:

docker ps | grep db-86bbb

The command returns output similar to the following:

c56d04bbd58 c230b2f564da "docker-entrypoint..." 7 days ago Up 7 days k8s
_db_db-86bbb69b54-fcfm6_default_8b2dd23d-88b9-11e9-bc34-0245eb679f96_0

The first entry is the container ID.
c) Copy the user_events.csv file out of the container into a temporary directory on the Master host:

docker cp <container ID>:/tmp/user_events.csv /tmp/user_events.csv

For example:

docker cp 8c56d04bbd58:/tmp/user_events.csv /tmp/user_events.csv

d) Use SCP to copy /tmp/user_events.csv from the Cloudera Machine Learning Master host to a destination of
your choice.

For example, run the following command on your local machine to copy user_events.csv to a local directory
named events:

scp root@cdsw-master-host.yourcdswdomain.com:/tmp/user_events.csv /local
/directory/events/
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What to do next
For information about the different user events, see Tracked User Events.
Related Information
Tracked User Events

Monitoring Active Models Across the Workspace

This topic describes how to monitor all active models currently deployed on your workspace.

What is an Active Model?

A model that is in the Deploying, Deployed, or Stopping stages is referred to as an active model.

Monitoring All Active Models Across the Workspace

Required Role: Site Administrator

To see a complete list of all the models that have been deployed on a deployment, and review resource usage across
the deployment by models alone, go to  Admin Models . On this page, site administrators can also Stop/Restart/
Rebuild any of the currently deployed models.

Choosing Default Engine

This topic describes how to choose a default engine for creating projects.

Before you begin

Required Role: MLAdmin

Note:  On Private Cloud, the corresponding role is EnvironmentAdmin.

Make sure you are assigned the MLAdmin role in CDP. Only users with the MLAdmin role will be logged into ML
workspaces with Site Administrator privileges.

There are two types of default engines: ML Runtime and Legacy Engines. Legacy engines contain the machinery
necessary to run sessions using all four interpreter options that CML currently supports (Python 2, Python 3, R
and Scala) and other support utilities (C and Fortran compilers, LaTeX, etc.). ML Runtimes are thinner and more
lightweight than legacy engines. Rather than supporting multiple programming languages in a single engine, each
Runtime variant supports a single interpreter version and a subset of utilities and libraries to run the user’s code in
Sessions, Jobs, Experiments, Models, or Applications.

Procedure

1. Log in to the CDP web interface.
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2. Click ML Workspaces, then open the Workspace for which you want to set Default Engine.

3. Click  Admin Runtime/Engine .

4. Choose the Default Engine you would like to use as the default for all newly created projects in this workspace.

5. Modify the remaining information on the page:

• Resource Profiles listed in the table are selectable resource options for both legacy Engines and ML Runtimes
(for example, when starting a Session or Job)

• The remaining information on the page applies to site-level settings specific for legacy Engines.

Related Information
ML Runtimes versus Legacy Engines

Controlling User Access to Features

Cloudera Machine Learning provides Site Administrators with the ability to restrict or hide specific functionality
that non-Site Administrator users have access to in the UI. For example, a site administrator can hide the models and
experiments features from the ML workspace UI.

The settings on this page can be configured through the Security and Settings tabs on the Admin page.

Table 13: Security Tab

Property Description

Allow remote editing Disable this property to prevent users from connecting to the Cloudera
Machine Learning deployment with cdswctl and using local IDEs, such
as PyCharm.

Allow only session creators to execute commands on active sessions By default, a user's permission to active sessions in a project is the
same as the user's permission to that project, which is determined by
the combination of the user's permission as a project collaborator, the
user's permission in the team if this is a team project, and whether the
user is a Site Administrator. By checking this checkbox, only the user
that created the active session will be able to execute commands in that
session. No other users, regardless of their permissions in the team or
as project collaborators, will be able to execute commands on active
sessions that are not created by them. Even Site Administrators will not
be able to execute commands in other users' active sessions.

Allow console output sharing Disable this property to remove the Share button from the project
workspace and workbench UI as well as disable access to all shared
console outputs across the deployment. Note that re-enabling this
property does not automatically grant access to previously shared
consoles. You will need to manually share each console again

Allow anonymous access to shared console outputs Disable this property to require users to be logged in to access shared
console outputs.

Allow file upload/download through UI Use this checkbox to show/hide file upload/download UI in the project
workspace. When disabled, Cloudera Machine Learning API will
forbid request of downloading file(s) as attachment. Note that the
backend API to upload/edit/read the project files are intact regardless
of this change in order to support basic Cloudera Machine Learning
functionality such as file edit/read.

Table 14: Settings Tab

Property Description

Require invitation to sign up Enable this property to send email invitations to users when you
add them to a group. To send email, an SMTP server must first be
configured in  Settings Email .
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Property Description

Allow users to create public projects Disable this property to restrict users from creating new public
projects. Site Administrators will have to create any new public
projects.

Allow users to use the Python 2 kernel Enable this property to allow users to select the Python 2 kernel when
creating a job. Python 2 is disabled by default.

Allow users to create projects Disable this property to restrict users from creating new projects. Site
Administrators will have to create any new projects.

Allow users to create teams Disable this property to restrict users from creating new teams. Site
Administrators will have to create any new teams.

Allow users to run experiments Disable this property to hide the Experiments feature in the UI. Note
that this property does not affect any active experiments. It will also
not stop any experiments that have already been queued for execution.

Allow users to create models Disable this property to hide the Models feature in the UI. Note that
this property does not affect any active models. In particular, if you do
not stop active models before hiding the Models feature, they continue
to serve requests and consume computing resources in the background.

Allow users to create applications Disable this property to hide the Applications feature in the UI. Note
that this property does not affect any active applications. In particular,
if you do not stop active applications before hiding the feature, they
continue to serve requests and consume computing resources in the
background.

Cloudera Machine Learning Email Notifications

Cloudera Machine Learning allows you to send email notifications when you add collaborators to a project, share a
project with a colleague, and for job status updates (email recipients are configured per-job). This topic shows you
how to specify email address for such outbound communications.

Note that email notifications are not currently enabled by default. Emails are not sent when you create a new project.
Email preferences cannot currently be configured at an individual user level.

Option 1: If your existing corporate SMTP server is accessible from the VPC where your ML workspace is running,
you can continue to use that server. Go to the AdminSettings tab to specify an email address for outbound invitations
and job notifications.

Option 2: If your existing SMTP solution cannot be used, consider using an email service provided by your cloud
provider service. For example, Amazon provides Amazon Simple Email Service (Amazon SES).

Downloading Diagnostic Bundles for a Workspace

This topic describes how to download diagnostic bundles for an ML workspace.

Before you begin

Note:  This topic applies only to public cloud releases.

Required Role: MLAdmin

Make sure you are assigned the MLAdmin role in CDP. Only users with the MLAdmin role will be logged into ML
workspaces with Site Administrator privileges.
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Procedure

1. Log in to the CDP web interface.

2. Click ML Workspaces.

3. Click AdminSupport.

4. Select Include Engine Logs if needed.

5. Select the time period from the dropdown and click Download Logs.

Results
This will download a .zip file to your machine. The data in these bundles may be incomplete. If it does not contain
logs for time period you are looking for, there are a number of possible reasons:

• There is a delay between the time the logs are initially generated by a workload and the time they are visible in
cloud storage. This may be approximately 1 minute due to buffering during streaming, but can be significantly
longer due to eventual consistency in the cloud storage.

• Another user or process may have deleted data from your bucket; this is beyond the control of Cloudera Machine
Learning.

• There may be a misconfiguration or an invalid parameter in your request. Retrieving logs requires a valid cloud
storage location to be configured for logging, as well as authentication for Cloudera Machine Learning to be set
up properly for it. Requests must pertain to a valid engine in a valid project.
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